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This eBook is now FREE* with purchase of the paperback version via 's MatchBook service!I wrote
this book to pass along the knowledge that was taught to me in the hills of Kentucky over 25 years
ago. Along the way though I developed my own style. I boiled down what I learned and moved it
indoors. Iâ€™ve developed designs that can be used right in the comfort of you own kitchen or out
back in the woods! The truth is that Moonshining, aka â€œHome Distillingâ€• is a folk art that helped
build this country. Together we can make it live again, and have a little fun in the process! â€œBut
isnâ€™t this dangerousâ€• you ask. Cooking up spirits isnâ€™t any harder then properly roasting a
Thanksgiving turkey. In fact itâ€™s so easy that a redneck like me can do it. And folks if I can do it,
then imagine what you might be able to create! Imagine the holidays when you pull out your own
special label. Think of the drinks and dishes you can concoct. Open up a whole new world of
creativity and step into the hobby that is truly one of the founding traditions of our country. There are
dozens of reasons why people look into home distilling. Maybe you are looking for a new culinary
branch to explore, maybe you just like the idea of knowing how to do things for yourself, perhaps
you just like to keep the old ways alive or maybe you are just tired of our government telling us what
we can and can not do!In this book I will show you how easy and safe this hobby really is. This book
is designed for the beginner distiller and I take the time to introduce you to all the concepts of
distilling that you need to get started. One of the great thing about distilling is that you can keep it
simple or as get as complicated as you could possible want. This journey is all about where you
want to take it. Please be advised that this is for informational purposes only. After you read this you
will understand just how easy it is to make your own Moonshine, Whiskey, Vodka, Rum or even
alternative fuels. Then once you understand how easy this is, how safe and how stupid the laws that
restrict this are, then you can contact your congressman and/or senator and tell them to repeal the
laws that are only in place to protect big businesses. Believe it or not there are Moonshiners
everywhere, we have a grand tradition that goes back to the first settlers. Many historians will even
tell you that it was moonshine that built this country!It's time to take back our heritage. Thank you for
your support! Jeff KingMoonshiners Unite!*Note that all books published by FOI Publishing are DRM
FREE as well as MATCHBOOK ENABLED. What is MatchBook? MB is a program in where, if the
publisher enables it (And we have!), you get the kindle version for a discounted price. How
discounted? Well at FOIPub we think FREE is the right answer to that question. Our view is that you
have purchased a "License" for the book. You paid for it right? Then who are we to say when and
how you want to enjoy your media. Paperback or eBook, we don't care, read it however you want.
That is why all FOIPub eBooks are now 100% when you buy the paperback! It is also why there is

no DRM (Digital Rights Management). DRM is used to stop people from copying media from one
device to another. Mainly to stop media pirates from stealing an author's work. Our take at FOIPub
is that we don't just assume that our readers are thieves like some publisher do! And lets face it,
honest folk will pay for good content and thieves never were going to pay for it in the first place. Its
why we call them thieves right? So if you are a customer please know that we honor and respect
your choice to pay for our content. If you are a thief, what can I say, hope you like your Karma!
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This book was massively disappointing, I don't know how it has so many positive reviews.First of all,
the book is tiny. It's got 80 pages of large print, widely spaced text with a few basic diagrams thrown
in. If you shrank the print size and spacing down to normal book sizes I think you'd be looking at
about 40 pages, which is pretty paltry. I read it in about an hour.Second, the information presented
is poorly laid out, frustratingly lacking in detail, and poorly edited. The book jumps around with little
sense of flow, repeats itself, and uses Wikipedia as it's only reference.Third, despite promising to in
the title, it doesn't actually teach you to make Moonshine, Whiskey, or Vodka!! It doesn't seem like

too much to ask a book to actually deliver on the promises in it's title, but incredibly this book fails at
that. This book gives sketchy "recipes" without any details on what to do with the ingredients for
Moonshine, Whiskey, etc... but amazingly says right there on page 60: "In this book we don't really
have time to cover everything...so we are going to make rum." Then the author says that if you want
to actually learn all the steps for making something other than rum, you'll need to buy his other
books!! What kind of shady bait and switch nonsense is this?Finally, as other reviewers have noted,
the author has a bizzare habit of arguing nastily in the comments with folks who give his book low
reviews. Had I read the reviews more thoroughly before purchasing this I would have seen the
warnings for everything I've listed here, noted the strange way the author responds to constructive
criticism, and gone elsewhere.There are other, much better books availible.
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